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The language of diversity and 
decolonisation

• Crilly, Jess ‘Diversity and collections’ paper presented at the ARCLIB &
CNBA Conference, Università Iuav di Venezia, 9 May 2019.



Sara Ahmed

“The institutional preference for the term 
‘diversity’ is a sign of the lack of commitment to 
change and might even allow organizations such 

as universities to conceal the operation of 
systematic inequalities under the banner of 

difference. […] A document that documented 
the racism of the university became usable as a 

measure of good performance. 
We are right to cringe in such moments.”





Rhodes Must Fall
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Rhodes Must Fall Oxford



Rhodes Must Fall Oxford

“[Aims] to remedy the highly selective narrative of
traditional academia – which frames the West as sole
producers of universal knowledge – by integrating
subjugated and local epistemologies… [creating] a
more intellectually rigorous, complete academy.”
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Decolonising the university



This isn’t new
“Underlying the suggestions is a basic assumption that the
English tradition and the emergence of the modern west is the
central root of our consciousness and cultural heritage. Africa
becomes an extension of the west, an attitude which, until a
radical reassessment, used to dictate the teaching and
organization of History in our University. Hence, in fact, the
assumed centrality of the English Department, into which other
cultures can be admitted from time to time, as fit subjects for
study, or from which other satellite departments can spring as
time and money allow.”

Ngugi wa Thiong’o - On the Abolition of the English Department (1972)



Libraries
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School of 
Oriental and 

African Studies

Some language courses and
library collections under threat:

• Hausa (40-50 million speakers)
• Swahili (50-80 million speakers)
• Fulani (25-30 million speakers)



University of the Arts London
(slightly skipping over this)
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School of 
Economics
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Christie’s Education





Two frameworks

• Additive model bases on 
outreach and inclusion of 
marginalised communities
• Policy example: Success as a 

Knowledge Economy: Teaching 
Excellence, Social Mobility and 
Student Choice (2016 DBIS 
white paper)
• Embraces consumer model of 

universities in a global 
marketplace
• Priotitises politics of 

representation

• Model based on decentering
(colonial, CIS, white, 
patriarchy)
• Policy example: Healing a 

Divided Britain: The Need for a 
Comprehensive Race Equality 
Strategy (2016 EHRC report)
• Prioritises politics of 

redistribution



Two frameworks

• Universities are inherently 
interested in promoting race 
equality and ethnic diversity
• Legislation and mandatory 

requirements are less effective 
than ‘nudges’ and persuasion
• Universities should set their 

own equality objectives
• Independent bodies should 

identify best practice and help 
disseminate it

• Universities do not as a matter 
of course promote race equality 
and ethnic diversity
• External pressure, legislation 

and enforcement are vital to 
facilitate change
• A clear focus on race equality 

should be privileged over 
equality more generally
• Action plans with clear targets, 

transparency, auditing and 
inspection by an independent 
body is essential
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What would a 
decolonised 

architecture library 
look like?



Stuart Hall Library (Iniva)

= White male = BAME male
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Glasgow Women’s Library
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Black Cultural Archives



George Padmore Institute



A public library



The job centre and the prison



Islamic Human Rights Centre 



Complaints: nickbrown@christies.com
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